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With the rapid development of the computer network technology and the demand of 
aviation security strategy, aviation security officer occupy an important role in protecting the 
personnel and vehicle safety during the period of civil aircraft flight, and aviation instruments 
as a tool plays an important role in the aviation security team. In the modern, sophisticated, 
informational and automatic intelligent computer management system has been applied to 
manifold aviation security works, and this paperless office automation gradually become a 
tendency in all of life. Meanwhile, the traditional aviation instruments management pattern 
exist lots of problems ,such as examination and approval process tedious, security unreliable, 
regulatory lag, inefficiency and so on. At the same time, print file material by accumulated 
and storage for a long time will be affected by some factors. such as environment, time and 
space, so that we need to solve this problem through the information means.  According to 
the concept of object oriented, we would combine with the actual needs of airlines for air 
police instruments management in this paper, and we should design and develop the Air 
Police Instruments Management System（APIMS）by series of procedures，which contain the 
analysis of system requirements, framework, module design, system implementation and 
testing . Firstly，the APIMS will based on HTML5.Secondly, it adopts B/S architecture 
designing system between the server and the terminal connection. Thirdly, the backend 
database management is used MySQL in this system. Finally the APIMS has been developed. 
Safety is the lifeblood of the industry, all is the premise of the air.On one hand, the 
system conforms to the real demand for aviation instruments management because it has the 
advantages of comprehensive functions, simple operation and neat and clean interface. On the 
other hand, the information technology and automation system can improve the aviation 
police implements safety management. At last, the airline company can truly achieve the 














process of using this system. Therefore, we can greatly improve the efficiency of manpower, 
material resources and financial for airline company. 
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航空警械管理系统系统中将以 Ajax 异步交互技术、HTML5 作为基础，采用
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